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About Us:CureMD excels in providing advanced tools and technologies that empower

healthcare professionals to make informed decisions about patient care. Our state-of-the-art

solutions harness the power of data analytics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning to

analyze patient information, decipher patterns, and render actionable insights. These

advanced technologies equip physicians with profound insights into each patient's health,

enabling them to formulate precise diagnoses, implement highly effective treatment strategies,

and deliver top-quality care with ease.Job Overview:We are seeking a talented and

motivated Business Analyst to join our dynamic team. As a Business Analyst at CureMD, you

will play a pivotal role in bridging the gap between our client's business needs and our

technical solutions. You will collaborate closely with stakeholders and cross-functional teams

to gather requirements, analyze data, and translate business objectives into actionable

recommendations and project plans.Essential Job Responsibilities:Develop business case for

new initiatives or product modifications.Initiate new product ideas based on overall strategic

goals.Working with internal and external stakeholders to define scope and to provide

requirements at an appropriate level of detail.Gathering and documenting functional and non-

functional requirements using appropriate techniques including interviews, document

analysis, workshops, storyboards, surveys, business process descriptions, use cases,

scenarios, competitor product analysis, task and workflow analysis.Required

Qualifications:Bachelors or Masters in quantitative disciplines like Computer Science, Data

Engineering, Data Science, Statistics, or Mathematics preferred.Ability to understand, analyze

and interpret complex data to effectively solve business problems.Experienced in using
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tools including: Microsoft Power BI, Microsoft Productivity Suite, Microsoft Project, and SPSS.IT

healthcare domain knowledge/experience will be preferable.Knowledge about following

tools: Balsamiq, Team Foundation Server, MATLAB, GIS.Understanding of Web API, XML,

JSON, and any integration or interoperability framework.Participation in peer reviews,

inspections of requirement documents and work derived from requirements, to ensure

compliance and traceability throughout the project.Work with documentation team to create

product documents, videos and internal education material.Educate various teams within the

organization when new features/functionalities are developed.Compensation and

Benefits:Competitive base salary and yearly bonus.Health benefits (Outpatient, Inpatient,

Maternity).Provident Fund company match up to 8% of the base salary.Company-

sponsored trainings, workshops, education, and development programs.Collaborative yet

fun-loving atmosphere: space that fosters employee wellbeing.Commuter support,

supportive workspaces, gym facility, and daycare.
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